WEBCAST ON

TOPIC

Corona Virus: A Practical Update: Prepare, Manage & Prevent

Block Your Date

17th February 2020

Time: 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

POINTS TO BE DISCUSSED

- Recent outbreak of corona virus originating from Wuhan province of China has the potential to be a respiratory Pandemic of International Health emergency with widespread morbidity & mortality
- Discuss about the clinical & organizational preparedness of the possible disaster, management of individual patients & prevention of transmission, along with healthcare providers personal safety
- This program intends to enhance the knowledge about the particular virus, enable us to prepare ourselves in an emergent situation & also clear our doubts & misconceptions
- Experts from the different domains of Critical care, Pulmonology, Clinical Microbiology & Infection Control, Infectious Disease, Healthcare Ergonomics & design, Quality & Safety will be sharing their view points.

MODERATOR

Dr. Arindam Kar
MD, DNB, FNB (Critical Care),
KIGMC & CRMC, FICEM, FFCM (UK),
Director & HOD Institute of Critical Care,
The Gokul Medical Research Institute, Kolkata

SPEAKERS

Dr. Agam Vora
Assistant Professor – Dept Of Critical Care, TBS,
Dr. B. N. Cooper Muni. Govt. Hospital,
Mumbai.
Ex-Ase Prof – Dept Of Critical Care, TB,
& TBS – Nair Hospital, Mumbai

Dr. Prayag Parkashet Shirish
MD, DNB, AEC, ARCS
Consultant, Respiratory Intensive Care,
Deenanath Mangeshkar Hospital and Research Center,
Pune.

Dr. Subhash Dixit
MD, FICEM, FICCM, FICAPS, FICPD
Director ICU & Saravan & MUM Hosp
President, ICMC
Chairman, ICKCM
Pune.

Dr. Chirag Ghodri
MD, DNB, FICEM
Associate Professor ICU,
SMVD Medical College, Jammu,
Associate Editor – Journal Of Association Physician Of India

Dr. Pravin Dixit
MD, DNB, FICEM
Consultant ICU,
Nsr. Consultant, ICUs,
Pancoasters Hospital, Chennai

Dr. Praveen Patil
MD, DNB, FICEM
Consultant ICU,
Aravind Eye Hospital, Chennai

Dr. Saurav Thakur
MD, DNB, FICEM, FICPD
Assistant Professor ICU,
DGM, PGIMER, Chandigarh

Dr. Vinayak Patil
MD, DNB, FICEM, FICPD
Consultant ICU,
poonch Hospital

Dr. Rajesh Mishra
MD, DNB, FICEM
ICU Consultant,
AIIMS, New Delhi

Dr. Gagan Aiyer
MD, DNB, FICEM
Consultant ICU,
Research Hospitals

Dr. Vasant Nagvekar
MD, DNB, FICEM
Professor ICU,
SMVD Medical College, Jammu

Dr. Mangesh Tiwarkar
MD, FICEM, FICPD
Consultant ICU,
Ankur Hospital

Click here to register
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